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Abstract
Here the fluctuation properties of acoustic localization in bubbly water is explored. We show
that the strong localization can occur in such a system for a certain frequency range and sufficient
filling fractions of air-bubbles. Two fluctuating quantities are considered, that is, the fluctuation
of transmission and the fluctuation of the phase of acoustic wave fields. When localization occurs,
these fluctuations tend to vanish, a feature able to uniquely identify the phenomenon of wave
localization.
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Among many unsolved problems in condensed matter physics[1], the phenomenon of
Anderson localization is perhaps most intriguing. The concept of localization was first
proposed about 50 years ago for possible disorder-induced metal-insulator transition[2]. That
is, the electronic mobility in a conducting solid could completely come to a halt when the
solid is implanted with a sufficient amount of randomness or impurities, in the absence of
the electron-electron interaction. As a result, the electrons tend to stay around the initial
site of release, i. e. localized, and the envelop of their wave functions decays exponentially
from this site [3]. The physical mechanism behind is suggested to be the multiple scattering
of electronic waves by the disorders.
Ever since the inception of this concept, considerable efforts have been devoted to observ-
ing localization or phenomena possibly related to localization, as reviewed in, for instance,
Ref. [3, 4, 5]. By analogy with electronic waves, the concept of localization has also been
extended to classical systems ranging from acoustic and electromagnetic waves to seismo-
logical waves in randomly scattering media, yielding a vast body of literature (Refer to the
reviews and textbooks Refs. [6, 7, 8, 9]). In spite of these efforts, the phenomenon of local-
ization has remained as a conceptual conjecture rather than a reality that has been observed
conclusively.
The difficulty in observing electronic localization may be obvious. In actual measure-
ments, the Coulomb interaction between electrons is hard to be excluded. With this in
mind, it has been suggested that localization might be easier to observe for classical waves
as wave-wave interactions are often negligible in these systems. However, classical wave
localization may yet suffer from effects of absorption, leading to uncertainties in data in-
terpretation. Indeed, up to date, a definite experimental evidence of localization is still
lacking. Significant debates on reported experimental results remain [10, 11, 12]. How to
unambiguously isolate localization effects from other effects therefore stays on the task list
of top priority, and poses an compelling issue to our concern.
In this Letter, we wish to continue previous efforts in exploring acoustic localization in
water having many air-filled bubbles, i. e. bubbly water [13, 14]. We attempt to identify
some unique features associated with localization. In particular, we will study the behavior
of the phase of the acoustic wave fields in bubbly water. The fluctuation of the phase and
the acoustic transmission will be studied. The method is based upon the standard multiple
scattering theory which has been detailed in [15].
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Consider the acoustic emission from a bubble cloud in water. For simplicity, the shape of
the cloud is taken as spherical. Such a model eliminates irrelevant edge effects, and is useful
to separate phenomena pertinent to discussion. Total N bubbles of the same radius a are
randomly distributed within the cloud. The volume fraction, the space occupied by bubbles
per unit volume, is taken as β; thus the numerical density of bubbles is n = 3β/(4πa3),
and the radius of the bubble cloud is R = (N/β)1/3a. A monochromatic acoustic source is
located at the center of the cloud. Adaptation of such a model for other geometries and
situations is straightforward. The wave transmitted from the source propagates through
the bubble layer, where multiple scattering incurs, and then it reaches a receiver located at
some distance from the cloud. The multiple scattering in the bubbly layer is described by a
set of self-consistent equations. The energy transmission and the acoustic wave field can be
solved numerically in a rigorous fashion [13, 15].
Denoting the total acoustic wave at a spatial point as p(~r), which includes the contribu-
tions from the wave directed from the source (p0) and the scattered waves from all bubbles.
To eliminate the unnecessary geometrical spreading factor, we normalize the wave field as
T = p/p0; therefore T is dimensionless. The total transmission is defined as I = |T |2. The
average is 〈I〉 and its coherent portion Ic = 〈|T |〉2; here 〈·〉 denotes the ensemble average
over the random configuration of bubble clouds.
For the acoustic wave field, we write p = |p| exp(iθ) with i = √−1 here; the modulus
|p| represents the strength, whereas θi the phase of the secondary source. We assign a two
dimensional unit vector ~ui, hereafter termed phase vector, to each phase θi, and these vectors
are represented on a phase diagram parallel to the x− y plane. That is, the starting point
of each phase vector is positioned at the center of individual scatterers with an angle with
respect to the positive x-axis equal to the phase, ~ui = cos θixˆ + sin θiyˆ. Letting the phase
of the initiative emitting source be zero, i. e. the phase vector of the source is pointing to
the positive x-direction, numerical experiments are carried out to study the behavior of the
phases of the bubbles and the spatial distribution of the acoustic wave modulus.
A general aspect of localization is as follows. The acoustic energy flow is conventionally
~J ∼ Re[p⋆(−i∇)p]. Taking the field as |p|eiθ, the current becomes |p|2∇θ. Therefore when
θ is constant while |p| 6= 0, the flow stops and energy will be localized or stored in space.
This general picture is absent from previous considerations.
A set of numerical experiments has been carried out. In the simulation, we parameterize
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the relevant physical quantities as follows. The frequency is scaled by the radius of bubbles,
i. e. ka. In this way, it turns out that all the simulation is dimensionless when no absorption
is included [13]. The fluctuation of the phase of the acoustic field at the bubble sites is
defined as δθ2 =
(
1
N
∑N
i θ
2
i − ( 1N
∑N
i θi)
2
)
. It is conceivable that this fluctuation actually
reflects the fluctuation of the acoustic wave fields in general. Similarly, the fluctuation of
the transmission is δI2 = 〈I2〉 − 〈I〉2. The volume fraction is taken as β = 0.001.
First we identify the regimes of localization. Following [13], we plot the averaged trans-
missions (〈I〉 and Ic) versus frequency ka in Fig. 1. Here N = 800 and totally 100 averages
haven used. The receiver is located at the distance 2R from the source. It is clearly suggested
in the figure that there is a region in which the transmission is virtually forbidden. This
ranges from about ka = 0.014 to 0.060. And for most frequencies, the coherent transmission
is the major portion in the transmission.
To examine the fluctuation behavior of the phase θ and the transmission and for the
convenience of the reader, in Fig. 2, we purposely repeat the earlier effort[14] to plot the
phase diagrams of the phase vectors (left column) and the averaged wave transmission
as a function of distance from the source (right column). Here it is clearly shown that
the exponential decay of the transmission, i. e. the phenomenon of localization, is indeed
associated with an in-phase coherence or ‘ordering’ among the phase vectors, i. e. nearly all
the phase vectors point to the same direction, in the complete agreement with the general
prescription of localization stated above.
In actual experiments such as acoustic scintillation in turbulent media, it is the variability
of signal that is often easier to analysis. As such, we wish to investigate the fluctuation
behavior of wave transmission. In Fig. 3, we plot the fluctuation of the phase of the acoustic
wave fields at the bubble sites in terms of per scatterer. Two sizes of bubble clouds are taken,
corresponding to N = 800 and 1600 respectively. Here we see that within the localization
range, the fluctuation tends to zero and is insensitive to the sample size. At around the
localization transition edges, significant peaks in the fluctuation appear. The peak position
at the low frequency end does not depend on the sample size whereas at the high frequency
side, the peak position moves as the sample size increases. These results imply that there are
perhaps two types of transition mechanisms at the low and high frequency edges respectively.
In the present model we may also be able to include dissipation effects either manually
or through calculation of thermal exchange and viscosity effects [15]. It can be shown that
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the dissipation will not be able to give rise to the picture depicted by Fig. 3. Therefore
these fluctuation behaviors may help in discerning localization. We also note here that we
have carried out two types of averaging. One has been defined above. The second is to look
at the phase fluctuation of the wave field at a fixed spatial point, likely being the case in
experiments, we found that the two approaches nearly produce the same results.
The corresponding fluctuation of wave transmission per scatterer δI2/N and the relative
fluctuation δI2/〈I〉2 are plotted against frequency in Fig. 4. Again two sample sizes are
considered. Fig. 4(a) shows that the fluctuation per scatterer behaves similarly as the phase
fluctuation, thereby providing a further check point in discerning localization effects. How-
ever, the relative fluctuation in Fig. 4(b) behaves rather differently. There is no significant
reduction within the localization regime, compared to the outside. Except near the transi-
tion edges, the magnitude of the relative fluctuation is nearly the same for all frequencies
within or outside the localization range and for different sample sizes, a result in contrast to
the discussion for one dimensional systems [16]. We note that at the zero frequency limit, all
the fluctuation approaches zero. This is because at this limit, the scattering effect is nearly
zero, and therefore the bubbles give no effects.
In short, some fluctuation behaviors in acoustic localization in bubbly water have been
studied. The results suggest that proper analysis of these behaviors may help discern the
phenomenon of localization in a unique manner.
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FIG. 1: Transmissions as a function of ka.
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FIG. 2: Left column: The phase diagram for the two dimensional phase vectors defined in the text
for an arbitrary random distribution of bubbles. Right column: The acoustic energy distribution
or transmission, averaged for all directions, as a function of distance away from the source; the
distance is scaled by the sample size R. The three frequencies are selected from within and outside
of the localization regime, referring to Fig. 1.
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FIG. 3: Fluctuation of the phase as a function of ka for two sizes of bubble clouds. In both cases,
the volume fraction is kept at 0.001.
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FIG. 4: The fluctuation of transmission as a function of ka.
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